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ABSTRACT
For the last two decades, we have seen a drastic development of modern cos-
mology based on various observations such as the cosmic microwave background
(CMB), type Ia supernovae, and baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO). These ob-
servational evidences have led us to a great deal of consensus on the cosmological
model so-called ΛCDM and tight constraints on cosmological parameters con-
sisting the model. On the other hand, the advancement in cosmology relies on
the cosmological principle: the universe is isotropic and homogeneous on large
scales. Testing these fundamental assumptions is crucial and will soon become
possible given the planned observations ahead.
Dipolar modulation is the largest angular anisotropy of the sky, which is quanti-
fied by its direction and amplitude. We measured a huge dipolar modulation in
CMB, which mainly originated from our solar systems motion relative to CMB
rest frame. However, we have not yet acquired consistent measurements of dipo-
lar modulations in large-scale structure (LSS), as they require large sky coverage
and a number of well-identified objects.
In this thesis, we explore measurement of dipolar modulation in number counts of
LSS objects as a test of statistical isotropy. This thesis is based on two papers that
were published in peer-reviewed journals. In Chapter 2 [Yoon et al., 2014], we
measured a dipolar modulation in number counts of WISE matched with 2MASS
sources. In Chapter 3 [Yoon & Huterer, 2015], we investigated requirements for
detection of kinematic dipole in future surveys.
x
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Observational Cosmology
During the last two decades the field of cosmology has progressed rapidly by relying on
abundant observational evidence. We confirmed that our Universe is flat and its expan-
sion is accelerating through observations of the oldest light coming from the early uni-
verse called cosmic microwave background (CMB) and a long distance ladder, the super-
novae (SNIa). Various observations reached a good agreement with the “standard model”
- ΛCDM model (acceleration induced by cosmological constant and containing cold dark
matter) and they tightly constrain cosmological parameters of the model.
Friedmann’s equation describes the expansion of the Universe according to its compo-
sition:
H2(a)
H20
= ΩMa
−3 + ΩRa−4 + ΩDEa−3(1+w) − ΩKa−2 (1.1)
where
H(a) ≡ da
dt
1
a
. (1.2)
Here scale factor, a(t), quantifies the scale of spatial expansion at a give time relative
to the present value, a(t0) = 1, satisfying d(t) = a(t)d0, where d(t) is distance at time
t, and d0 is distance today, and w is the equation of state of dark energy (w = p/ρ). The
1
Figure 1.1: Composition of the Universe today according to Planck observations. Adapted
from http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages.
Hubble parameter, H(a), represents the rate of the expansion at a(t). This equation shows
that the rate of expansion at a time t is related to the relative proportion (for species X,
ΩX ≡ ρX/ρc, ρc ≡ 3H20/8piG: critical density) of components comprising the Universe
today. The components are matter (M ), radiation (R), dark energy (DE) and curvature
(K: ΩK = 0 for a flat universe). As the scale factor (a) increases, dark energy becomes
the main component driving the expansion following periods of radiation-dominated and
matter-dominated universe, in that order. The composition is constrained such as dark en-
ergy comprises 68.3%, dark matter, 26.8% and ordinary matter, 4.9% according to Planck
observations [Ade et al., 2015]. These cosmological parameters are being constrained more
tightly by precise observations using different probes, but the search for physical origins of
dark energy and elements of dark matter still remain a great challenge for the future.
The Friedmann-Robertson-Warker (FRW) metric is a metric describing an isotropic
and homogeneous expanding (or contracting depending on scale factor) universe. Here,
isotropy means that the Universe is the same in all directions on large scales while ho-
mogeneity means that the Universe looks the same from all locations. Based on these
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fundamental assumptions, FRW metric represents the simple standard model:
ds2 = −c2dt2 + a2(t)[dr2 + S2k(r)dΩ2] (1.3)
where
Sk(r) = R0 sin(r/R0), κ = +1, (1.4)
= r, κ = 0, (1.5)
= R0 sinh(r/R0), κ = −1. (1.6)
The constant κ is a dimesionless number that signifies the curvature of space. Positive κ
implies positive curvature while negative κ implies negative curvature and κ = 0 implies
flat space. In any case, note the fact that the scale factor (a(t)) is only a function of time (t),
and Sk(r) is a function of radial distance (r), relies on isotropy. Otherwise, if they depended
on directions (θ, and φ), cosmological modelling would become very complicated.
1.2 Large Scale Structure as a cosmological probe
Large-scale structure (LSS) is, roughly speaking, structure on a bigger scale than a galaxy,
which is comprised of galaxies, galaxy groups, galaxy clusters, superclusters, sheets, walls,
and filaments, as shown in Fig.1.2 as an example. LSS started to form as matter became
trapped into the gravitational potential valleys, which were triggered by primordial pertur-
bations in the early Universe. This structure grew due to gravity while its spatial back-
ground stretched. Therefore, investigation of the LSS evolution has the power to constrain
cosmological parameters such as density of matter (Ωm) and dark energy density (ΩΛ).
While it is impossible to predict the locations of individual structures, the two-point
correlation function and power spectrum of the LSS are predictable based on the cosmo-
logical models. The two-point correlation function, ξ(r), measures the excess probability
3
Figure 1.2: Distribution of galaxies in Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Adopted from
http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/ dhw/SDSS08/ofigs.html
to find another galaxy at a distance (r) around a galaxy averaged over space, ~x. (Bracket in
the equation, 〈〉, means averaging over all samples.)
ξ(r) = 〈δ(~x+ ~r)δ(~x)〉 , (1.7)
where the overdensity δ(~x) is defined in terms of a matter density ρ(~x) and its mean density
ρ¯:
δ(~x) =
ρ(~x)− ρ¯
ρ¯
. (1.8)
The power spectrum P (k) is the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation.
δ~k =
∫
δ(~r)ei
~k·~rd3r (1.9)〈
δ~kδ
∗
~k′
〉
= (2pi)3δ(3)(~k − ~k′)P (k) (1.10)
where ~k is the wave number. In deriving these functions, we assumed the statistical isotropy
4
Figure 1.3: Power spectrum P (k) extrapolated to z = 0 from various observations.
Adapted from [Tegmark et al., 2004].
so we average over all directions on the sky. This simplifies the two-point correlation
function ξ(~r) to ξ(r) and the power spectrum P (~k) to P (k).
Fig.1.3 [Tegmark et al., 2004] shows various measurements of power spectrum extrap-
olated to z = 0. Combined measurements include CMB and galaxy LSS, weak lensing of
galaxy shapes, and Lyman alpha forest. They agree well with the prediction of the ΛCDM
model shown as a solid line.
In this thesis, we will often deal with angular power spectrum C`, which is the spherical
harmonic-space representation of the two point correaltion function:
C` =
1
(2`+ 1)
∑
m
〈a`ma∗`m〉 , (1.11)
a`m =
∫
δ(θ, φ)Y ∗`m(θ, φ)dΩ. (1.12)
Observable objects such as galaxies and galaxy clusters are biased tracers of the under-
5
Figure 1.4: Cosmological constraints from BAO, SNIa, and CMB observations.
lying matter density with bias, b, set by the ratio between the overdensity δg(~x, t) of visible
objects and that of the total underlying matter including dark matter density δ(~x, t),
b = δg/δ. (1.13)
This unknown bias factor depends on the properties of observed sources and their red-
shifts. Thus, precise calibration of bias is crucial to match the amplitude of observed power
spectrum of LSS with the one of theoretical power spectrum.
One way of constraining cosmological parameters based on LSS comes from the mea-
surement of baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO). The BAO signal, shown as a small bump
in the power spectrum of LSS on scales ∼ 150Mpc (in today’s universe), plays a role of a
standard ruler. Not the amplitude but the scale of the peak reveals the sound horizon scale
(at the given redshift) which is the imprinted oscillation due to the pressure waves gener-
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ated in the photon-baryonic fluid in the early Universe. The BAO signal corresponds to the
peaks of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) power spectrum. The Fig. 1.4 shows
that degeneracies among cosmological parameters - ΩΛ,Ωm, and w - break by combining
observations of BAO, CMB and SNIa.
1.3 Testing Statistical Isotropy
Modern cosmological models rely on two basic assumptions: isotropy and homogeneity.
The statistical isotropy specifically means isotropy on average over all realizations. These
fundamental assumptions of the statistical isotropy and homogeneity have helped the ad-
vancement of cosmology because they simplify the analysis and permit the generalization
of local observations to the whole Universe.
For example, we can constrain cosmological parameters using the CMB angular power
spectrum C` which is defined in Eq. 1.11. In practice, C` is measured by averaging over
the 2` + 1 values of m for each `. If the statistical isotropy did not hold, instead of C` we
would have to measure
C`m`′m′ ≡ 〈a`ma∗`′m′〉 (1.14)
for each (`,m, `′,m′). It is obvious that without these assumptions, we lose statistical power
to constrain the cosmological parameters. Therefore, testing these two assumptions is es-
sential to verifying the foundation of cosmological model. This is particularly important
given that we do not fully understand the physics behind dark energy.
Since cosmologists already assume that statistical isotropy holds most of the time, test-
ing it requires developing special statistical tools. For example, the Bipolar Power Spec-
trum Biposh (BiPS) is one of the tools that has been used for testing violations of the
statistical isotropy from WMAP temperature and polarization maps. BiPS extracts non-
statistical isotropic information from the off-diagonal elements in the 〈a`ma∗`′m′〉 correla-
tion. While there was no evidence of violation of statistical isotropy found in the WMAP
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temperature map, in the polarization maps, broken statistical isotropy was detected with-
out a complete understanding of its origin [Hajian & Souradeep, 2006]. Other modified
estimators were developed to achieve direction dependency in spherical harmonics. Maxi-
mum angular momentum direction (MAMD) is defined as a direction that gives maximum
value of L2 which sums over |a`m|2 weighted by m2 for each m. Using MAMD, anoma-
lous alignment of dipole, quadrupole and octopole in WMAP was detected [Copi et al.,
2006]. People have investigated to check the difference among cosmological parameters
constrained on different patches of simulated CMB maps and found that As is most sus-
ceptible [Mukherjee et al., 2015]. These findings are nontrivial and need to be further
investigated to confirm their origins.
While there is no solid theory which strongly supports the statistical isotropy of our
Universe, inflationary model suggests that if our observable Universe is only a small patch
of the exponentially expanded Universe after inflation, it is natural to assume a smooth
isotropic Universe. Therefore, if any violation of the statistical isotropy is observed, then
it would have far-reaching implications for our understanding of the early Universe. Until
now, CMB observations have been utilized extensively to test the statistical isotropy, but
obtaining sufficiently strong signal only from CMB is challenging because of the cosmic
variance which arises from the fact that we have only one sample of universe. LSS has
potential to contribute to test the statistical isotropy and to confirm the origins of anormalies
found in CMB observations. In this thesis, we will focus on observations of LSS as a probe
to test the statistical isotropy.
1.4 Dipolar Modulation of LSS
The statistical isotropy in LSS implies that the number counts of objects should be the
same on average in all directions. For testing the statistical isotropy, the measurement of
dipolar modulation in number counts of the LSS tracers could be used as a basic probe. The
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dipolar modulation represents a large angle feature which quantifies the trend of observing
more objects in a certain direction than the opposite direction. The dipolar modulation
is the largest anisotropy quantifiable in angular power spectrum (C`), and its amplitude is
proportional to
√
C1.
In CMB measurements, the dipolar modulation induced by the relative motion of our
solar system to the CMB rest frame was already measured accurately. However, it has been
more difficult to measure dipolar modulation in LSS because it requires a survey covering
a large area and a number of objects to mitigate the systematic effects. The possible origins
of the dipolar modulation in LSS are categorized into three different categories: local-
structure, kinematic, and intrinsic dipoles.
• Local-structure dipole: the matter distribution predicted by LCDM could generate
the dipolar modulation within the limited depth of the survey. The amplitude of this
kind of dipole decreases as we observe deeper region of the sky because the number
density fluctuation decreases as we include more objects on large scales.
• Kinematic dipole: the motion of our solar system relative to the LSS rest frame
causes the dipolar modulation due to the relativistic aberration and the Doppler ef-
fect and . The relativistic aberration causes the observed objects to look bunched up
in the direction of motion. The Doppler effect blue-shifts the observed frequencies
of the objects on the direction of motion and red-shifts those in the other direction.
Therefore, the number of objects in the limited band width of a survey changes de-
pending on the location relative to the direction of motion. The dipole measured in
CMB has the same kinematic origin.
• Intrinsic dipole: this is the dipole generated by perturbation in early time of the Uni-
verse. There are several models aimed at explaining possible origins of intrinsic
dipole. Hirata [2009] analyzed SDSS quasars to constrain isocurvature perturbations
and ruled out the simplest curvaton-gradient model. However, there still remains the-
9
Figure 1.5: Amplitude of dipolar modulations from different surveys and the rough estimate
of local-structure dipole depending on the survey depth. This shows the possibility of
detecting kinematic dipole from the deeper surveys. Credit: Dragan Huterer
oretical support for an intrinsic dipole, since superhorizon-scale density fluctuation in
the early Universe could appear as a dipolar modulation in our observable Universe.
1.5 Outline
The studies of the local-structure dipole and the kinematic dipole were developed in two
peer-reviewed papers, repectively [Yoon & Huterer, 2015; Yoon et al., 2014].
Chapter 2 describes the measurement of local-structure dipole in number counts of
WISE (Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer) matched with 2MASS (Two Micron All Sky-
Survey) galaxies. By matching sources in two surveys and using combined cuts, we gener-
ated a suitable map of galaxies to measure dipolar modulation. This measurement utilized
many more objects (∼ 2 millions) than the previous dipole measurements. The results ap-
pear robust since the subsets of the map have consistent results of amplitudes and directions
considering the estimated error range. We compared the measured dipole amplitude with
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the theoretical prediction and discovered a result somewhat off from the expectation.
Chapter 3 discusses the requirements for the detection of the kinematic dipole in the
future surveys. Interestingly, the local-structure dipole appears as a systematic contamina-
tion in the detection of kinematic dipole. As we observe deeper, the amplitude of local-
structure dipole decreases because it arises due to the limited depth of the observations.
Therefore, the dipolar modulation for deeper survey mainly originates from the kinematic
effect caused by our Solar system’s motion relative to large-scale structure rest frame. We
investigated the requirements for the number of objects, sky coverage, coverage shapes and
the redshift range. As shown in Fig.1.5, compared to other previous surveys, WISE itself
has potential to detect the kinematic dipole if all of the observed galaxies are selected well
from the raw data. We expect to have a first detection of the kinematic dipole in the future
surveys.
Chapter 4 summarizes the results from Chapter 2 & 3 and discusses the future surveys
of large-scale structure with their implications for testing the statistical isotropy.
11
CHAPTER 2
Dipolar modulation in number counts of
WISE-2MASS sources
2.1 Introduction
Modern surveys of large-scale structure allow tests of some of the most fundamental prop-
erties of the universe – in particular, its statistical isotropy. One of the most fundamental
such tests is measuring the dipole in the distribution of extragalactic sources. One expects a
nonzero amplitude consistent with the fluctuations in structure due to the finite depth of the
survey; this “local-structure dipole” in the nomenclature of Gibelyou & Huterer [2012] is of
order 0.1 for shallow surveys extending to zmax ∼ 0.1, but significantly smaller (A . 0.01)
for deeper surveys. The motion of our Galaxy through the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) rest frame also contributes to the dipole, but only at the level of v/c ' 0.001; while
this kinematic dipole was detected in the CMB a long time ago, and more recently even
solely via its effects on the higher multipoles in the CMB fluctuations [Aghanim et al.,
2014], it has not yet been seen in large-scale-structure (LSS) surveys.
Measurements of the dipole in LSS therefore represent consistency tests of the fun-
damental cosmological model, and have in the past been applied to the distribution of
sources in NVSS [Blake & Wall, 2002; Ferna´ndez-Cobos et al., 2014; Hirata, 2009; Rubart
& Schwarz, 2013]. Detection of an anomalously large (or small) dipole in LSS could in-
dicate new physics: for example, motion between the CMB and LSS rest frames, or the
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presence of superhorizon fluctuations [Itoh, Yahata & Takada, 2010; Zibin & Scott, 2008].
Moreover, in recent years, measurements of the bulk motion of nearby structures have been
conducted, out to several hundred megaparsecs, using CMB-LSS correlations [Kashlinsky
et al., 2008], or out to somewhat smaller distances, using peculiar velocities [Feldman,
Watkins & Hudson, 2010; Watkins, Feldman & Hudson, 2009].
In this study, for the first time we test statistical isotropy using WISE (Wide-field In-
frared Survey Explorer) [Wright et al., 2010]. WISE is, at least at first glance, perfectly
suited to tests of statistical isotropy since it is deep and covers nearly the full sky. More-
over, its selection functions have been increasingly well understood over the past few years
based on its observations in four bands sensitive to 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm wavelengths
(called W1,W2,W3, and W4 respectively) with resolution in the 6”-12” range [Me´nard
et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2013].
2.2 Culling of the WISE dataset
Our measurement of the dipole relies on a suitable selection of a representative sample of
sources. The most important goal is to exclude Galactic sources – mainly stars. Galactic
sources are expected to be concentrated around the Galactic plane, with density falling off
to the north and south. While they are therefore expected to look like a Y20 quadrupole
in Galactic coordinates, the residual contamination of the dipole may still be significant.
Hence, in what follows we pay particular attention to magnitude and color cuts applied to
WISE in order to leave a trustworthy set of extragalactic sources.
WISE is a space-based mission which was launched in Dec. 2009 and decommissioned
in Feb. 2011. The Nov. 2013 release of WISE data includes 747 million objects in total.
The redshift depth estimated by matching with SDSS sources almost reaches as deep as
z ∼ 1 [Yan et al., 2013]. Due to its sensitivity, the sources observed in W1 band contains
most of the entire sources observed by WISE. In the WISE raw data, individual objects
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were not identified so data selection is the key part of the analysis. We therefore apply
carefully chosen criteria to define a map as uncontaminated by Galactic objects as possible.
As argued in Kova´cs & Szapudi [2013], color cuts using only the WISE bands are not
sufficient as shown in three panals of Fig. 2.1, except the one (above, left) with J magnitude
from 2MASS. We therefore have applied 2MASS-PSC1 magnitude (J2mass) to distinguish
between stars and galaxies.
2MASS is a survey observed in three infrared bands - J (1.25 µm), H (1.65 µm), and
Ks (2.17 µm) - with a pixel size of 2” × 2”. The observations were taken from 1997 to
2001 by twin telescopes located at Mt. Hopkins, Arizona for the northen hemisphere and
at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, Chile for the southern hemisphere. 2MASS
has two main catalogs: a Point Source Catalog (PSC) containing ∼ 500 million stars and
galaxies and an Extended Source Catalog (XSC) containing∼ 1.6 milion resolved galaxies.
Both surveys cover almost full sky and 93% of WISE sources with W1 < 15.2 have
the matched sources in 2MASS. The finally selected sources has 1.2% stellar contamination
and 70.1% completeness as shown in Fig. 2.2 [Kova´cs & Szapudi, 2013].
Every source we use is observed in both WISE and 2MASS, though we refer to our
sample as “WISE” because using that survey is crucial to give our sample greater depth.
To cull a uniform, extragalactic sample of sources, we adopt the following color cuts:
• W1 < 15.2,
• J2mass < 16.5,
• W1− J2mass < −1.7
These cuts, and in particular the cross-survey W1 − J2mass cut, ensure two highly de-
sirable properties of the selected sample: sufficient depth and spatial uniformity. Note also
1Two Micron All Sky Survey [Skrutskie et al., 2006] Point Source Catalog
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Figure 2.1: Stars (blue) and galaxies (red) seperation based on WISE mag bands (W1, W2,
W3 and W4) and 2MASS mag band (J): It shows obvious usage of 2MASS J band. Using
only WISE bands is not enough to separate galaxies and stars. The pink dotted line is the
cut used in previous study Goto et al. (2012). The black dotted line is our newly selected
cut. Adapted from [Kova´cs & Szapudi, 2013].
Figure 2.2: Star contamination (green) and completeness (blue) depending on the color
cut (W1-J) in galaxies of WISE combined with 2MASS data. Adapted from [Kova´cs &
Szapudi, 2013].
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Figure 2.3: Map of WISE-2MASS sources that we used with 10 degree Galactic cut (be-
fore masking out the contaminated region with the WMAP dust mask). The criteria are
described in the text. The map shown is a Mollweide projection in Galactic coordinates
with counts binned in pixels of about 0.5◦ on a side (HEALPix resolution NSIDE = 128).
The two elliptical sets of contours represent the measured dipole direction when we ap-
plied a 10◦ (left) and 20◦ (right) Galactic cut, respectively (that is, with |b| < 10◦ and
|b| < 20◦). The red, blue, and white colors in those contours represent the 68%, 95%, and
99% confidence regions for the direction.
that the 2MASS Point Source Catalog contains many more objects than the previously-
used but shallower 2MASS Extended Source Catalog. With the benefit of WISE colors the
cuts listed above ensure a robust selection of galaxies (∼2 millions) in 2MASS-PSC that
are not in the XSC. This is a huge improvement compared to the previous 2MASS map
which was generated from XSC only with ∼0.4 million galaxies [Gibelyou & Huterer,
2012]. We have measured dipolar modulations with different sets of galaxies by changing
this color-cut (W1− J2mass), but the results did not vary meaningfully.
Note that the first two criteria simply remove the faintest objects in the respective band.
To account for the effects of extinction by dust, we correct the magnitudes for these two
cuts using the SFD [Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis, 1998] map2. The third criterion above
represents the color cut that serves to separate galaxies from stars and we optimized for low
contamination and high completeness at the same time, as shown in Fig.2.2. The detailed
2http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/foreground/fg sfd get.cfm
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analysis on the data selection was described in this paper Kova´cs & Szapudi [2013]; the
resulting WISE map is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Unlike the previous studies that used WISE for cosmological tests [Ferraro, Sherwin
& Spergel, 2014; Kova´cs et al., 2013], our map does not show obvious contamination in
regions affected by the appearance of the Moon. Therefore, we do not need to make further
(and typically severe) cuts that remove these regions. We do use the WMAP dust map
[Bennett et al., 2013] to mask out the pixels with remaining contamination; these mostly
fall within ±15◦ Galactic latitude. In addition, we cut out all pixels with E(B − V ) > 0.5
from the SFD map (most of these have already been excluded by the WMAP dust map).
We also checked for any unusual gradients with Galactic latitude, especially around the
Galactic plane, due to contamination from stars. These tests were consistent with zero
gradient.
In our analysis, there are of order 2 million galaxies. Because WISE is a photometric
dataset, we do not have redshift information for individual sourcs. We can determine the
redshift distribution of our objects by matching the WISE objects to spectroscopic sources.
We used the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) spectroscopic dataset Data Release 2
[Driver & Gama Team, 2008] to find sources in the WISE dataset that are within the radius
of 3” around GAMA sources. For multiply matched sources – 0.15% out of the total
8,493 matched sources – we took the average of their redshifts to determine the redshift of
WISE source with multiple matches. The GAMA survey has three observational regions
48 sq. deg. each and down to r-band magnitude limit 19.8. In the 144 sq. deg. overlapping
region on the sky, the matching rate is 96.9% which means that 96.9% of WISE sources
are matched with GAMA sources. This matching rate was similar for all three distant
regions and it suggests the reliability of our matching and redshift estimation. The redshift
distribution of matched objects, N(z), is shown in Figure 2.4; the mean is z¯ = 0.139.
We use a smooth fit to the full distribution to obtain our theoretical expectation for the
local-structure dipole below.
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Figure 2.4: Number counts of WISE sources as a function of redshift. We obtain redshift
information by matching WISE sources to those from the GAMA DR2 catalog. 96.9% of
WISE sources are found in GAMA.
2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Dipole estimator
A robust and easy-to-implement dipole estimator was first suggested by Hirata [2009], who
measured hemispherical anomalies of quasars, and later adopted by Gibelyou & Huterer
[2012] to measure the dipole in a variety of LSS surveys. The number of sources in direc-
tion nˆ can be written as
N(nˆ) = [1 + A dˆ · nˆ]N¯ + (nˆ) (2.1)
whereA and dˆ are the amplitude and direction of the dipole, and  is noise. One can further
write the contribution from fluctuations as a mean offset [Hirata, 2009].
δN/N¯ = A dˆ · nˆ +
∑
i
kiti(nˆ) + C, (2.2)
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where the last two terms correspond to (nˆ) from Eq. (2.1) divided by N¯ . Here ti(nˆ) repre-
sent the systematics maps, while the coefficients ki give the amplitudes of the contributions
of these systematics to the observed density field. The presence of the monopole term, C,
allows us to account for covariance between the monopole and other estimated parameters,
especially covariance between the monopole and any systematic templates. The best linear
unbiased estimator of the combination (d, ki, C), with corresponding errors, is obtained as
follows. First, we rewrite the above equation as
δN/N = x ·T(nˆ), (2.3)
where
x = (dx, dy, dz, k1, ..., kN , C), (2.4)
T(nˆ) = (nx, ny, nz, t1(nˆ), ..., tN(nˆ), 1), (2.5)
n2x + n
2
y + n
2
z = 1. (2.6)
The best linear unbiased estimator of x is
xˆ = F−1g, (2.7)
where the components of the vector g are
gi =
∫
Ti(nˆ)δN
Ω(nˆ)d2nˆ, (2.8)
and the Fisher matrix F is given by
Fij = N¯
Ω
∫
Ti(nˆ)Tj(nˆ)d
2nˆ, (2.9)
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where NΩ ≡ dN/dΩ is the number of galaxies per steradian (Ω is a solid angle). The
integrals from which the vector g and the Fisher matrix F are calculated are discretized
in our survey. We adopt a HEALPix Go´rski et al. [2005] pixelization with NSIDE=128,
so that each pixel corresponds to about half a degree on a side and contains roughly 14
sources.
The formalism above returns the best-fit dipole components (first three elements of the
vector x), together with their covariance (inverse of the corresponding Fisher matrix). We
are however most interested in the likelihood of the amplitude of the dipole:
A = (d2x + d
2
y + d
2
z)
1/2. (2.10)
We can construct a marginalized likelihood function for the amplitudeA [Hirata, 2009]:
L(A) ∝
∫
exp
[
−1
2
(Anˆ− dbest)Cov−1(Anˆ− dbest)
]
d2nˆ, (2.11)
where d2nˆ indicates integration over all possible directions on the sphere and dbest is the
best-fit dipole vector calculated using Eq. (2.7). Thus we readily obtain a full likelihood
for the amplitude. In our results, we quote the 68% region around the best-fit amplitude.
2.3.2 Foreground Templates and Estimator Validation
Despite our carefully chosen magnitude and color cuts, it is likely that there is some star
contamination to our extragalactic source map. Moreover, on a cut sky, the dipole is not
completely decoupled from the monopole, quadrupole, and other multipoles, and hence we
need to marginalize over some of them in order to get correct results. We therefore include
several templates – maps ti(nˆ) in the parlance of Eq. (2.2) – with amplitudes ki over which
we marginalize:
• To deal with the remaining star contamination, we add a star map as a template.
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The star map was generated based on the Tycho 2 catalog [Høg et al., 2000], as
suggested in Kova´cs et al. [2013]. The inclusion of this template affects the measured
dipole negligibly, reinforcing our confidence that star contamination does not affect
the result.
• To account for the other multipoles, we add the monopole (corresponding to the
constant C in Eq. (2.2) with no spatial dependence), as well as the quadrupole and
octopole that include 5 and 7 extra parameters. We therefore marginalize over these
13 parameters in addition to the amplitude of the star map. We experimented with
marginalization over a few more (` ≥ 4) multipoles, but for small Galactic cuts
(bcut . 15◦), the shift in the dipole direction and magnitude were small.
We validated our estimator by running simulations with an input dipole of a given
amplitude assuming various sky cuts and marginalizing over templates. We verified that
the input dipole is recovered within the error bars.
2.3.3 Theoretical expectation of local-structual dipolar modulation
We calculate the theoretical expectation for the local-structure dipole using standard meth-
ods (see e.g. Sec. 2.2 of Gibelyou & Huterer [2012]). We calculate the angular power
spectrum of large-scale structure for the given source distribution N(z), and evaluate it
at the dipole (C` at ` = 1); this calculation does not assume the Limber approximation
since the latter is inaccurate at these very large scales. The exact equation of angular power
spectrum is
C` = 4pi
∫
d ln k∆2(k, z = 0)I2(k), (2.12)
where the dimensionless power spectrum is defined as ∆2(k, z = 0) ≡ k3P (k)/(2pi2) and
the intensity function I(k) is given as
I(k) ≡
∫
dzW (z)D(z)j`(kχ(z)). (2.13)
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Here χ(z) is the radial distance and D(z) is a linear growth function of density fluctuation
satisfying δ(z) = D(z)δ(0). The window function W (z) = b(z)n(z) is a function of the
bias b(z) and the probability distribution of galaxies n(z).
The amplitude of dipolar modulation is then given as
Atheory = (9C1/(4pi))
1/2. (2.14)
The theory error arising from cosmic variance for C` is
δC` =
√
2
(2`+ 1)fsky
C` (2.15)
where fsky is the fraction of sky covered by used data. Therefore, the error of amplitude of
dipole A which is related to C1 is
δAtheory
Atheory
=
1
2
√
2
(2`+ 1)fsky
= (6fsky)
−1/2, (2.16)
Evaluating the theoretically expected dipole for the source distribution shown in
Fig. 2.4, we get
Atheory = (0.0233± 0.0094f−1/2sky )×
(
b
1.41
)
(2.17)
Here we make explicit the dependence of the cosmic variance error on the fraction of the
sky covered (fsky), and also on the bias of WISE sources (bias parameter: b). To obtain
the latter, we followed Kova´cs & Szapudi [2013], and estimated the bias of the galaxy
catalog using SpICE [Szapudi, Prunet & et al., 2001] and the Python CosmoPy3 package.
We note that the estimation of the bias is particularly sensitive to σ8 because they both
act to renormalize the angular power spectrum, and in linear theory Cgg` ∝ (bσ8)2. We
fix σ8 = 0.8 in our measurements, finding b = 1.41 ± 0.07. This value is comparable to
earlier findings [Rassat, Land & et al., 2007] that measured a value of b = 1.40± 0.03 for
3http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/cosmopy/
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Figure 2.5: Theoretical prediction for the dipole amplitude (horizontal blue line), together
with the measured values in WISE (green points). The two sets of error bars on the mea-
surements correspond to 68% and 95% confidence; they have been calculated from the full
likelihood in Eq. (2.11) and are rather symmetric around the maximum-likelihood value.
The two large horizontal bands around the theory prediction correspond to 1- and 2-sigma
cosmic variance error.
a 2MASS selected galaxy sample.
2.4 Results
Our measurements of the dipole’s amplitude and direction, as a function of the (isolatitude)
Galactic cut, are presented in Table 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.5. The best-fit direction of
the dipole is also shown in Fig. 2.3 for the 10◦ and 20◦ Galactic cut, the two cases roughly
illustrating the dependence of the direction on the Galactic cut.
We first note a reasonably good consistency between the recovered directions, despite
the fact that the number of sources decreases by a factor of∼1.4 as we increase the Galactic
cut in the range shown. We also note that the overall amplitude is roughly 1.5 - 2.7 times
larger than the theoretically expected one, and is roughly 1-2σ high, where σ corresponds
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bcut fsky AWISE Atheory dˆ(l
◦, b ◦)
10◦ 0.65 0.035± 0.002 0.023± 0.012 (326± 3, −17± 2)
15◦ 0.62 0.042± 0.002 0.023± 0.012 (316± 3, −15± 2)
20◦ 0.57 0.052± 0.002 0.023± 0.012 (308± 4, −14± 2)
25◦ 0.51 0.062± 0.003 0.023± 0.013 (315± 6, −12± 2)
30◦ 0.45 0.051± 0.004 0.023± 0.014 (335± 6, −18± 3)
Table 2.1: Measurements of the dipole amplitude in WISE for various Galactic cuts (bcut)
corresponding to fractions of the sky covered (fsky). In all cases we marginalized over
several foreground templates, as described in the text. The full likelihood for the amplitude
AWISE is well approximated by a Gaussian whose mode and standard deviation we quote
here. We also show the theoretical expectation Atheory due to the local-structure dipole,
together with the corresponding cosmic variance given a bias b = 1.41.
to cosmic variance since the measurement error is much smaller (see Table 2.1). Finally, we
note that while the dipole amplitude does vary with bcut more than its typical measurement
errors, it is overall consistent at AWISE ' 0.04-0.05, which is rather robustly stable given
the large decrease of the number of sources with increasing Galactic cut.
It is interesting to note that 2MASS Extended Source Catalog data, as analyzed in
Gibelyou & Huterer [2012] (redshift 0 < z < 0.2, N = 3.8 × 105), give A2MASS =
0.104± 0.004, (l, b) = (268.4◦, 0.0◦) – the direction is not far from ours, but the amplitude
is larger because 2MASS data used in this previous work is shallower than our WISE-
2MASS sample. Relative to Gibelyou & Huterer [2012], we have therefore made progress
by pushing down a factor of 2.5 in the dipole amplitude. This is a welcome development
toward being able to probe the kinematic dipole due to our motion relative to the overall
LSS rest frame, which will require reaching the level A ∼ 10−3, and therefore a deeper
survey (or a deeper sample of WISE sources).
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2.5 Conclusions
We measured the clustering dipole in the WISE survey, using a carefully culled sample that
contains 2 million extragalactic sources with a known redshift distribution. The direction
of the dipole is ' (310◦ ± 5, −15◦ ± 2). The amplitude of the measured dipole is A '
0.05 ± 0.01, where we quote the central value corresponding to the 20◦ cut case and error
that shows the dispersion of central values for 15◦ ≤ bcut ≤ 25◦. While the amplitude is
therefore roughly twice as large as the theoretical expectation given in Eq. (3.2), the large
cosmic variance on the theoretical prediction calculated in Sec. 2.3.3 makes the measured
amplitude∼ 2.5-σ high — in tension with theory but not sufficiently statistically significant
to claim departures from the standard ΛCDM prediction.
Taking for the moment the excess dipole measured relative to theoretical expectation
at face value, we can ask: what could explain it? The systematics, while an obvious first
suspect, are not necessarily at fault given the rather extensive care we took to account
for them: we carefully culled the dataset by imposing cuts based on WISE and 2MASS
magnitudes; we included cuts based on Galactic latitude and on the WMAP dust map, and
we further marginalized over a carefully derived star-map template as well as templates
corresponding to the quadrupole and octopole.
Another possibility is that the excess signal is cosmological. For example, a large void
might generate the excess observed here [Rubart, Bacon & Schwarz, 2014]. Such a void
was incidentally just detected in the analysis of the WISE data itself [Finelli et al., 2014;
Szapudi et al., 2015]. At this time it is too early to tell whether the WISE void is contribut-
ing significantly to the excess dipole that we measured, though a rough comparison with
numbers in Rubart, Bacon & Schwarz [2014] appears to indicate that it is not.
It is also interesting to note that Planck found a best-fit modulation with both amplitude
and direction roughly (within ∼3σ of their errors) in agreement with ours [Ade et al.,
2013]: APlanck = 0.078 ± 0.021, (l, b) = (227◦,−15◦) ± 19◦. It is not clear at this time
what, if any, significance to assign to the comparable-looking modulations in WISE and
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Planck since their sources are at vastly different redshifts (z ∼ 0.15 and ∼ 1000), and the
agreement in amplitude and direction is only approximate. Finally, the direction we find
is also close to the peculiar-velocity bulk-flow directions found using type Ia supernovae
[Dai, Kinney & Stojkovic, 2011; Kalus et al., 2013; Rathaus, Kovetz & Itzhaki, 2013],
galaxies [Feldman, Watkins & Hudson, 2010; Ma, Gordon & Feldman, 2011; Ma & Pan,
2014; Turnbull et al., 2012], and the kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect [Lavaux, Afshordi
& Hudson, 2013]. While the agreement between the directions is suggestive, it is not
immediately clear how our WISE dipole is related to these. For example, interpreting the
excess dipole amplitude δA ∼ 0.03 as a bulk motion is clearly out of the question, since it
would correspond to a huge velocity of v ' 0.015c = 4500 km/s, an order of magnitude
larger than what typical bulk-motion measurements indicate.
With recent measurements of the cross-correlation of its sources with the CMB and
the detection of a large underdense void, WISE is finally making major contributions to
cosmology. Its nearly all-sky coverage is a huge asset and gives the survey a big advan-
tage on that front over most other LSS surveys. In this paper we have taken another step
in testing fundamental cosmology with WISE by measuring the clustering dipole in the
distribution of its extragalactic sources. We look forward to further investigations of this
result, especially in conjunction with other related findings in the CMB and LSS.
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CHAPTER 3
Kinematic Dipole Detection with Galaxy Surveys
3.1 Introduction
Measurements of the motion of our Solar System through the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) rest frame represent one of the early successes of precision cosmology.
This so-called kinematic dipole corresponds to a velocity of (369 ± 0.9) km s−1 in the di-
rection (l, b) = (263.99◦ ± 0.14◦, 48.26◦ ± 0.03◦) [Hinshaw et al., 2009]. The kinematic
dipole has even been detected (though not as precisely measured) by observing the rela-
tivistic aberration in the CMB anisotropy that it causes, which is detected via the coupling
of high CMB multipoles in Planck [Aghanim et al., 2014]. Table 3.1 shows relative mo-
tions of different scale systems where the Earth resides in. The vector sum of these relative
motions contributes to the measured CMB kinematic dipole. The CMB dipole was mea-
sured by already subtracting out the contribution from the Earth’s motion around the Sun
so the CMB dipole only corresponds to our Solar System’s motion relative to CMB rest
frame.
Independently, the past few decades have seen significant progress in measuring the
dipole in the distribution of extragalactic sources. The contribution of our motion through
the large-scale structure (LSS) rest frame – the kinematic dipole – also leads to relativistic
aberration, this time of galaxies or other observed LSS sources. We define the dipole
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Motion Approximate speed (kms−1) Direction (l ◦, b ◦)
Earth around Sun ∼ 30 Annually varying
Solar system w.r.t. Local Group
[Courteau & Van Den Bergh, 1999] ∼ 306 (99, -4)
Local Group w.r.t. CMB
[Maller et al., 2003] ∼ 622 (272, 28)
Overall CMB kinematic dipole
[Hinshaw et al., 2009] ∼ 370 (264, 48)
Table 3.1: Relative motions of systems contributing to kinematic dipole.
amplitude via the amount of its “bunching up” of galaxies in the direction of the dipole
δN(nˆ)
N¯
= A dˆ · nˆ + (nˆ), (3.1)
where N is the galaxy number in an arbitrary direction nˆ, dˆ is the dipole direction, and 
is random noise. The dipole amplitude A is approximately (but not exactly) equal to our
velocity through the LSS rest frame in units of the speed of light; the precise relation is
given in the following section.
However, the dominant contribution to the LSS dipole is typically not our motion
through the LSS rest frame, but rather the fluctuations in structure due to the finite depth
of the survey. The dipole component of the latter – the so-called “local-structure dipole”
in the nomenclature of Gibelyou & Huterer [2012] – has amplitude A ∼ 0.1 for shallow
surveys extending to zmax ∼ 0.1, but is significantly smaller for deeper surveys. The local-
structure dipole is the dominant signal at multipole ` = 1 in all extant LSS surveys. It has
been measured and reported either explicitly [Alonso et al., 2015; Appleby & Shafieloo,
2014; Baleisis et al., 1998; Blake & Wall, 2002; Ferna´ndez-Cobos et al., 2014; Gibelyou
& Huterer, 2012; Hirata, 2009; Rubart & Schwarz, 2013; Yoon et al., 2014], or as part of
the angular power spectrum measurements. No LSS survey completed to date therefore
had a chance to separate the small kinematic signal from the larger local-structure dipole
contamination due to insufficient depth and sky coverage. This will change drastically with
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the new generation of wide, deep surveys.
Standard theory based on the adiabatic initial perturbations predicts that the kinematic
dipole measured by the LSS should agree with the one measured by the CMB. Detection of
an anomalously large (or small) dipole or the disagreement of its direction from that of the
CMB dipole could indicate new physics: for example, the presence of superhorizon fluc-
tuations in the presence of isocurvature fluctuations [Erickcek, Carroll & Kamionkowski,
2008; Itoh, Yahata & Takada, 2010; Turner, 1991; Zibin & Scott, 2008]. Clearly, a kine-
matic dipole detection and measurement represent an important and fundamental consis-
tency test of the standard cosmological model.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Theoretical signal
The expected LSS kinematic dipole signal amplitude is given by [Burles & Rappaport,
2006; Itoh, Yahata & Takada, 2010]
A = 2β˜ = 2[1 + 1.25x(1− p)]β (3.2)
where β = v/c = 0.00123 (assuming the CMB dipole). The contribution 2β comes from
relativistic aberration, while the correction [1 + 1.25x(1 − p)] corresponds to the Doppler
effect; here x is the faint-end slope of the source counts, x ≡ d log10[n(m < mlim)]/dmlim,
and p is the logarithmic slope of the intrinsic flux density power-law, Srest(ν) ∝ νp.
Clearly, the parameters x and p depend on the population of sources selected by the
survey, and on any population drifts as a function of magnitude. We now estimate these
parameters – note also that we only need the quantity A to set our fiducial model, so very
precise values of the population parameters are not crucial for this paper. Marchesini et al.
[2012] find that the faint end of the V-band galaxy luminosity function does not vary much
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over the redshift range 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 4 and is equal to, in our notation, x = 0.11 ± 0.02.
Moreover, for optical sources the flux density slope p varies significantly with the age of
the source, but in the infrared it is more consistent, with measurements indicating p ∼ 0
[Mo, van den Bosch & White, 2010; White & Majumdar, 2004]. Here we adopt p = 0.
Applying all these values to Eq. (3.2), we get
A ' 0.0028 (expectation from CMB). (3.3)
While the actual value of the kinematic dipole is of course unknown prior to the mea-
surement, standard cosmology theory predicts it takes this value, plus or minus O(20%)
changes depending on the source population selected. We adopt Eq. (3.3) as the fiducial
amplitude.
The fiducial direction we adopt is the one of the best-fit CMB dipole, (l, b) =
(263.99◦, 48.26◦). Note, however, that the results may vary depending on the relative ori-
entation between the actual dipole direction and the coverage of the observed sky. Finally,
note that bias (of the galaxy clustering relative to the dark matter field) enters into the con-
tamination of the kinematic dipole measurements, but not the signal. The former quantity
– the local-structure dipole – is linearly proportional to the bias b. Therefore, the bigger
the bias, the more contamination the local-structure dipole provides for measurements of
the kinematic effect. In this work we assume bias of b = 1. Note that the kinematic signal
itself, being due to our velocity through the LSS rest frame, is independent of bias.
3.2.2 Statistical error
Rewriting Eq. (3.1) somewhat, the modulation in the number of sources is given at each
direction nˆ can be written as
δN(nˆ)
N¯
= x ·T(nˆ) + (nˆ), (3.4)
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where x = (dx, dy, dz, k1, ..., kM) is the vector of the three dipole component coefficients
in the three spatial coordinates, plus coefficients corresponding to other multipoles (one
for the monopole, five for that many components of the quadrupole, etc), as well as any
desired systematic templates. The vector T(nˆ) = (nx, ny, nz, t1(nˆ), ..., tM(nˆ)), contains
the three dipole unit vectors (with n2x + n
2
y + n
2
z = 1), plus M additional spatial patters
for all templates included. Note that the choice of the fiducial values of the non-dipole
template coefficients ki is arbitrary, since we will fully marginalize over each of these,
effectively allowing ki to vary from zero to plus infinity. The optimal estimate of x is given
by xˆ = F−1g [Hirata, 2009], where the components of the vector g are
gi =
∫
Ti(nˆ)δN
Ω(nˆ)d2nˆ (3.5)
and the best-fit dipole dbest is given by the first three elements of x. Here the Fisher matrix
F is given by
Fij = N¯
Ω
∫
Ti(nˆ)Tj(nˆ)d
2nˆ, (3.6)
where NΩ ≡ dN/dΩ is the number of galaxies per steradian and Ω is a solid angle. Note
that the Fisher information is proportional to the number of sources, and unrelated to the
depth of the survey. It is therefore the number of sources, together with the sky cut (not
just the fraction of the sky observed fsky but also the shape of the observed region relative
to the multipoles that need to be extracted) that fully determines the statistical error in the
various templates including the dipole.
The Fisher matrix contains information about how well the three Cartesian dipole com-
ponents, as well as the multipole moments of all other components, can be measured in a
given survey. Our parameter space has a total of Mpar = (`max + 1)2 parameters, where
`max is the maximum multipole included to generate the templates (see below for more
on the choice of `max). With this Fisher matrix in hand, we then marginalize over the
M ≡ Mpar − 3 non-dipole parameters, using standard Fisher techniques, to get the 3 × 3
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Fisher matrix describing the final inverse covariance matrix for the dipole components.
Finally, we perform a basis change, converting from Cartesian coordinates {dx, dy, dz} to
spherical coordinates {A, θ, φ} (where A is the amplitude of dipole), by using a Jacobian
transformation to obtain the desired 3 × 3 Fisher matrix in the latter space, Fmarg(3×3). (See
detailed derivation in Appendix A.1.)
The forecasted error on A is then given in terms of this matrix as
σ(A) =
√
[(Fmarg(3×3))
−1]AA. (3.7)
In a realistic survey with partial-sky coverage, the presence of other multipoles
(monopole, quadrupole, etc) will be degenerate with the dipole, degrading the accuracy
in determining the latter. We have extensively tested for this degradation, in particular
with respect to how many multipoles need to be kept – that is, what value of `max (and
therefore M ) to adopt. We explicitly found that the prior information on the “nuisance”
C`, corresponding to how well they can be (and are being) independently measured, is of
key value: once the prior information on the C` – corresponding to cosmic variance plus
measurement error – is added, very high multipoles are not degenerate with the dipole. Our
tests show that keeping all multipoles out to `max = 10 is sufficient for the dipole error
to fully converge. (See detailed test results in Appendix A.2.) We also experimented with
adding additional individual templates ti(nˆ) corresponding to actual sky systematics and
with modified coverage (corresponding to e.g. dust mask around the Galactic plane), but
found that these lead to negligible changes in the results. (See Appendix A.3.) Moreover,
we envisage a situation where the maps have already been largely cleaned of stars by the
judicious choice of color cuts prior to the dipole search analysis. For these two reasons, we
choose not to include any additional systematic templates in the analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the problem at hand: we would like to measure the kinematic dipole
~vkin, whose error (represented by a cyan ellipse) can be calculated given the number of
extragalactic objects and the sky coverage. The LSS local dipole, ~vlocal, provides a bias in
this measurement. For a survey deep enough (and depending somewhat on the direction of
its ~vlocal), bias in the measurement of ~vkin will be smaller than the statistical error.
3.2.3 Systematic bias
The local-structure dipole dlocal will also provide a contribution to the kinematic signal
dkin that we seek to measure. The observed dipole in any survey will be the sum of the two
contributions:
dobs = dkin + dlocal. (3.8)
Without any loss of generality, we consider the kinematic dipole as the fiducial signal in
the map, whose errors are therefore given by the Fisher matrix worked out above. We
consider the local-structure dipole to represent the contaminant whose magnitude, ideally,
should be such that the resulting observed dipole dobs is still within the error ellipsoid
around the kinematic dipole direction and amplitude. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. It
is possible to measure the kinematic dipole with relatively small contamination from the
local-structure dipole because the amplitude of local-structure dipole drops drastically as
we observe deeper. (See Fig. 3.2.)
We now quantify the systematic bias, due to the local structure, relative to statistical
error in the measurements of the kinematic dipole. First note that we are in possession of
the (statistical) inverse covariance matrix for measurements of the kinematic dipole, Fmarg(3×3),
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Figure 3.2: The amplitude of local-structure dipole as a function of redshift with a proba-
bility distribution n(z).
which is already fully marginalized over other templates. The quantity
∆χ2(dlocal) = (dobs − dkin)TFmarg(3×3)(dobs − dkin)
= dTlocalF
marg
(3×3)dlocal (3.9)
then represents “(bias/error)2” in the kinematic dipole measurement due to the presence of
the local-structure contamination. This chi squared depends quadratically on the expected
local-structure dipole, and is therefore expected to sharply drop with deeper surveys which
have a lower |dlocal|, as we find in the next section. With three parameters, requiring 68%
confidence level departure implies ∆χ2 = 3.5. We therefore require that, for a given survey,
the local-structure dipole magnitude and direction are such that the value in Eq. (3.9) is
smaller than this value.
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Figure 3.3: Four footprints of survey coverage: galactic cut ±15◦ (above left), galactic
cut ±30◦ (above right), cap cut 60◦ (below left), and cap cut 90◦ (below left). Blue color
represents the excluded area.
3.3 Results
For a fixed sky cut and number of sources in the survey, we first calculate the error on the
amplitude of the dipole σ(A). In the Fig. 3.4 we show errors as a function of the number
of galaxies in a survey. As previously noted, this statistical error does not depend on the
depth of the survey, but does depend on both fsky and the shape of the sky coverage. Here
we show results for an isolatitude cut around the equator of ±15 deg, and ±30 deg and
isolatitude cap-shaped cuts of 90 deg (i.e. half the sky removed) and 60 deg (i.e. leaving
out a circular region around a pole) as shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that the Galactic ±15 deg
cut and the cap cut of 60 deg both have fsky = 0.75, while the Galactic±30 deg and the cap
90 deg cuts both have fsky = 0.5. The results will also depend on the fiducial amplitude of
the dipole, and here and throughout we assume the CMB-predicted value of A = 0.0028.
Even for a fixed fsky of the survey, the cut geometry clearly matters, and the Galactic-cut
cases have a smaller error in the dipole amplitude due to symmetrical covering of the two
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Figure 3.4: Statistical error in the dipole amplitude, marginalized over direction and other
multipoles that are coupled to the dipole, as a function of the number of galaxies in a
survey. The top horizontal dashed line shows the amplitude expected based on the CMB
dipole measurements (A = 0.0028), and is the fiducial value in this work. The two dashed
horizontal lines show the 3σ and 5σ detection of dipole with the fiducial amplitude.
hemispheres. For Galactic ±15 deg case, 3-σ and 5-σ detections are easily achievable,
requiring only Ngal = 9 × 106 and 3 × 107 objects, respectively. Note that if the actual
direction of the LSS kinematic dipole deviates from the assumed dipole direction (the CMB
direction), the result changes. For a 5-sigma detection and the same ±15 deg isolatitude
cut, a dipole pointing along toward a Galactic pole, which is the best-case scenario, only
requires 8 million objects; if instead the dipole points toward the Galactic plane, then 70
million objects are required. (See Fig. 3.5 for checking the dependence on the direction
of kinematic dipole.) For the Galactic ±30 deg cut, the 3-σ detection is more challenging
since it requires having over Ngal = 109 sources. The cap 60 deg cut mostly follows the
trend of the Galactic ±30 case. Lastly, the 90 deg cap cut cannot detect the signal even at
the 1-sigma level and with Ngal = 109. We conclude that dual-hemisphere sky coverage
is crucial in the ability of the survey – or a combined collection of surveys – to detect the
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kinematic dipole.
Fig. 3.6 shows the systematic bias in the dipole measurement due to the presence of
the local-structure contamination, showing the quantity defined in Eq. (3.9). Because dlocal
has an a-priori unknown direction and its amplitude changes according to the depth of the
survey, the systematic error is a function of direction of dlocal and the depth of the survey.
Therefore, we choose to plot ∆χ2 averaged over all directions of dlocal. (See Fig. 3.7 to
check the variation of systematic bias depending on the direction of the local-structure
dipole.)
To calculate the amplitude of dlocal, we model the radial distribution of objects as
n(z) = z2/(2z30) exp(−z/z0) [Huterer, 2002], where the parameter z0 is related to the me-
dian redshift as z0 = zmed/2.674. A deeper survey (larger z0) has a smaller local-structure
dipole. Note that one could additionally cut out low-redshift objects in order to further
reduce the contamination from the nearby structures, as well as the star-galaxy confusion.
We have tested the case when all z < 0.5 objects are removed from the analysis; while
helpful, this step is not crucial since the resulting additional benefits in decreased bias are
moderate, decreasing ∆χ2 for example by a factor of 1.8 for zmed = 0.75 relative to the
case where no cut has been applied and for zmed = 1.0, a factor of 1.4. Tthe number of
objects decreses to ∼ 71% and 83% resectively for the two cases. This way of cutting out
the low-z data is helpful but the cut-out should be applied carefully by considering the loss
in statistical error with fewer objects.
The dashed lines in Fig. 3.6 represent the cases when zmed = 0.75 and the solid ones
are when zmed = 1.0. Since ∆χ2 is inversely proportional to the statistical error squared,
the best cases in Fig. 3.4 have a larger bias in Fig. 3.6. In particular, the more galaxies the
survey has, the more it is susceptible to systematic bias (for a fixed depth and thus |dlocal|).
For example, a survey with ±15 deg Galactic cut with 30 million sources can detect the
kinematic dipole at 5-σ, but needs to have a median redshift of at least zmed = 0.75 in order
for this not to be excessively biased due to local structures.
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Figure 3.5: Statistical error in the dipole amplitude when θkin−dip = 0◦ and θkin−dip = 90◦:
the angle θkin−dip is defined as the angle between the galactic north pole and the direction of
kinematic dipole. In Fig. 3.4, we assumed the direction of kinematic dipole same as CMB
dipole. For galactic cuts, the case when kinematic dipole is pointing toward the galactic
north pole is better than the case when kinematic dipole is aligned with the galactic plane
because the highest density contrast is captured within the survey area for the former case.
For cap cuts, the highest density contrast is captured when it is not pointing toward the
galactic north pole so the trend is the opposite to galactic cut scenarios.
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Figure 3.6: ∆χ2, defined in Eq. (3.9), corresponding to the bias from the local-structure
dipole, as a function of the number of objects Ngal. For a fixed amplitude of dlocal the
∆χ2 still depends on the direction of this vector; here we show the value averaged over all
directions of dlocal. Solid lines show cases when the median galaxy redshift is zmed = 1.0,
while dashed lines are for zmed = 0.75. The legend colors are the same in fig.3.4.
On the whole, Fig. 3.4 indicates that the convincing detection of the kinematic dipole
expected given the CMB measurements is entirely within reach of future surveys, as long
as those surveys have good coverage over both hemispheres and, given the source density,
are deep enough not to be biased by the local-structure dipole. All requirements can be
straightforwardly satisfied by surveys like some combination of LSST [Ivezic et al., 2008],
Euclid [Laureijs et al., 2011] and DESI [Levi et al., 2013] and, especially, by deep, all-sky
surveys with good redshift information such as SPHEREX [Dore´ et al., 2014].
Finally, we have also calculated the statistical error in the direction of the kinematic
dipole, based on the fiducial amplitude we had adopted as shown in Fig. 3.8. The direction’s
error is generally rather large, e.g. an area of about ' 10 deg in radius for Ngal = 108 and
the Galactic ±15 deg cut. Nevertheless, a combination of the kinematic dipole’s amplitude
and direction that roughly match the CMB dipole would present a convincing confirmation
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Figure 3.7: Goodness-of-fit (∆χ2 from Eq. (3.9)) dependence of the direction of LSS
dipole: θdip is the angle between the direction of LSS dipole and the galactic north pole.
This is the case when Ngal = 107 and zmed = 0.5 and this directional dependence is similar
for other conditions.
of the standard assumption. One could further carry out detailed forecasts of what various
findings could rule out the null hypothesis; we leave that for future work.
3.4 Conclusions
We have studied the prospects for measuring the kinematic dipole – our motion through
the LSS rest frame – as revealed by the relativistic aberration of tracers of the large-scale
structure. The standard theory predicts that the kinematic dipole should agree with the
CMB dipole, but this expectation could be violated due to a number of reasons. Therefore,
verifying the standard expectation is an important null test in cosmology. The challenge
comes from the fact that the dipole amplitude is small (A ∼ 0.003), and easily contaminated
by the intrinsic clustering of galaxies (the “local-structure dipole”).
A successful measurement of the kinematic dipole therefore has two qualitatively dif-
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Figure 3.8: Statistical error in the dipole angle as a function of the number of galaxies in a
survey for four sky cuts.
ferent requirements: the survey should cover most of the sky and have enough objects to
have sufficient signal-to-noise to detect the aberration signature of the dipole, but it should
also be deep enough, so that the local-structure dipole contamination is sufficiently small.
The two requirements are displayed in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.6 respectively. For a 5-σ de-
tection, a survey covering & 75% of the sky in both hemispheres (our “Galactic ±15 deg
cut” case), with Ngal & 30 million galaxies, is required. For a negligible bias, this same
survey should have median redshift greater than about 0.75 or higher, with increasing depth
requirements as Ngal increases.
Fortunately these requirements can be satisfied by upcoming surveys, including DESI,
Euclid, and LSST if they are properly combined, and potentially with SPHEREX alone.
Even current all-sky surveys such as WISE (Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer, [Wright
et al., 2010] are not out of the question, provided a sufficiently deep sample can be selected
photometrically; current WISE samples have typical galaxy redshifts zmed ' 0.2 [Bilicki
et al., 2014] and are not yet deep enough to measure the kinematic dipole.
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CHAPTER 4
Closing Remarks
The cosmological principle asserts that our Universe is statistically isotropic and homoge-
neous at large scales. This principle has guided us to establish the standard cosmological
model and to understand overall picture of our Universe. Meanwhile, the cosmological
principle is becoming more testable and necessary to be tested as we enter the era of preci-
sion cosmology. In this thesis, we suggested the measurement of dipolar modulation in LSS
as a test of the statistical isotropy. We have discussed two topics related to the measurement
of local-structure dipole and observational prediction of kinematic dipole in LSS.
In Chapter 2 [Yoon et al., 2014], we measured dipolar modulation in the number counts
of WISE - 2MASS sources. The matched sources relied on the selection criteria carefully
chosen to ensure the high purity (free from star contamination), completeness and unifor-
mity, all of which are crucial for dipole measurement. We matched WISE with 2MASS
to select galaxies and obtained a map containing a larger number of galaxy sources, more
complete sky coverage, and greater depth than the previous dipole measurements. The
measured amplitude of the dipole is somewhat larger than the theoretical estimate based on
ΛCDM model, and could therefore suggest the need for new physics at large scales.
In Chapter 3 [Yoon & Huterer, 2015], we investigated the conditions for the detection
of kinematic dipole in future LSS surveys. The kinematic dipole originates from our solar
systems motion relative to the LSS rest frame. This kinematic dipole that has been well
measured in CMB observations should be the same as the one in LSS, assuming the stan-
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dard cosmological model holds true. However, if the kinematic dipole in LSS is different
from the one measured by the CMB, this could reveal the misalignment between CMB and
LSS rest frames. The kinematic dipole in the LSS has been difficult to measure in previous
surveys mainly because of their shallow depths and systematic bias from local effect. The
future surveys could improve this, because the effect from local structures reduce as we
observe deeper. Using the Fisher matrix analysis technique, we concluded that a survey
with sky coverage around 75%, covering both hemispheres, and having 3 million objects
would be able to detect the kinematic dipole as long as its median redshift is 0.75. This
result suggests that a future survey such as SPHEREx [Dore´ et al., 2014] would be ideal
for kinematic dipole detection, because this all-sky satellite mission not only covers both
hemispheres but is also optimized for large cosmological volume at low redshifts, aim-
ing for 300 million galaxies with 10% redshift accuracy and 9 million with 0.3% redshift
accuracy.
The next decade will witness a drastic improvement in the quantity and the quality
of LSS observations. DESI (Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument) [Levi et al., 2013]
is a spectroscopic survey to obtain data of 18 million emission-line galaxies, 4 million
luminous red galaxies and 3 million quasi-stellar objects distributed at redshift z < 2. One
of the largest planned photometric surveys is LSST (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope),
targeting millions of Type Ia supernovae and 4 billion galaxies (with 1-2% photometric
redshift accuracy and the third quartile at z ∼ 2) uniformly covering almost a half of the
sky. Finally, Euclid [Laureijs et al., 2011] is a space-based mission reaching to galaxies at
high redshifts covering over 15,000 deg2. Euclid aims for both photometric observations
of a billion galaxies and for spectroscopic observations of millions of galaxies. These
upcoming surveys will equip us with very deep and wide three-dimensional LSS maps.
At the same time, improving utilization of currently available surveys by combining with
other surveys, as we did in this thesis with WISE and 2MASS, will be another good way of
achieving better LSS maps. Based on these improved maps we will be able to distinguish
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the different origins of imprint in dipolar modulation of LSS beyond our current limitation.
To understand the alignment of our measured dipoles in LSS with other measurements
as well as their contributions to our measurements, we need to better quantify how local
structures such as supervoids or superclusters and bulk motions of observed objects are
attributable to the local-structure dipole measurement. While it is more important to have
more objects in the map for dipole detection, to make sure measurement more precise,
it may also be worth investigating how much signal uncertainty comes from the redshift
uncertainty of observed objects.
Future surveys may find a different kinematic dipole in the LSS from the one observed
in the CMB when there is misalignment of CMB and LSS rest frames. This means some
recalibration would be necessary when one cross-correlates CMB with LSS data. For ex-
ample, estimators on Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (temperature change of light coming
through LSS potentials) and CMB lensing (light deflection due to matter distribution) map
may require modification. The CMB lensing map reconstruction is a great tool that pro-
vides additional useful information on LSS. Therefore, to fully benefit from novel cross-
correlations and cross-calibrations between CMB and LSS, we would need modification of
estimators related to both of CMB and LSS observations.
More fundamentally, if we could confirm the statistical anisotropy, it would have a
tremendous impact on the whole of precision cosmology. As a result, it would provide
clues to construct more precise models of the early Universe; constrained cosmological pa-
rameters would be recalibrated accordingly. The modified models may be able to embrase
observed anomalies and to relieve some observed tensions among different measurements.
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APPENDIX A
Kinematic Dipole Statistical Error Estimation
A.1 Coordinate transformation of Fisher matrix
Let Fold be the original Fisher matrices in the old parameters, and Fnew be the desired new
Fisher matrix. The relation between these two Fisher matrix is given as (see e.g. Eq. (12) in
the Figure of Merit Science Working Group Report, http://arxiv.org/pdf/0901.
0721v1.pdf):
Fnew = M
T FoldM (A.1)
where M is the matrix of derivatives of old with respect to new:
Mij ≡ ∂p
i
∂qj
. (A.2)
In our case the bases are
pi ∈ {dx, dy, dz} (A.3)
qi ∈ {A, θ, φ}. (A.4)
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The are related via
dx = A sin θ cosφ (A.5)
dy = A sin θ sinφ (A.6)
dz = A cos θ (A.7)
So that the matrix M is given by
M =

sin θ cosφ A cos θ cosφ −A sin θ sinφ
sin θ sinφ A cos θ sinφ A sin θ cosφ
cos θ −A sin θ 0
 (A.8)
Values to plug in correspond to the fiducial (A, θ, φ) dipole. The matrix Fnew corresponds
to the full 3× 3 info on the three new parameters, and simply marginalizing over the other
brings the error on A:
σ(A) =
√
(F−1new)11. (A.9)
Fnew can be simplified based on the fact Fold is diagonal and Fold(11) = Fold(22) due to
the symmetry of the cuts for x and y axis. Non-zero elements of Fnew are:
FAA = F11 sin
2 θ + F33 cos
2 θ (A.10)
Fθθ = A
2(F11 cos
2 θ + F33 sin
2 θ) (A.11)
Fφφ = A
2F11 sin
2 θ (A.12)
FAθ = FθA = A sin θ cos θ(F11 − F33) (A.13)
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so σs calculated based on F−1new are:
σ(A) =
√
sin2 θ/F11 + cos2 θ/F33 (A.14)
σ(θ) = 1/A
√
(cos2 θ/F11 + sin
2 θ/F33) (A.15)
σ(φ) = 1/A
√
1/(sin2 θF11) (A.16)
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A.2 Adding higher multipole templates
The multipoles (Y`m) in spherical harmonic space are orthogonal bases which are uncorre-
lated in full sky. For cut-sky, however, multipoles become correlated so the dipole estimator
should include higher multipoles as templates Ti (in Eq. 2.3) to properly measure dipolar
modulation. Adding higher multipoles increases the statistical error and we need to deter-
mine the maximum multipoles to estimate errors. Setting the maximum multipoles (`max)
is only possible when the errors converge, but we found they do not converge without priors
based on the expected C` values. Fig. A.1 shows the statistical errors in x, y, and z direc-
tions (σx, σy, σz) for different sky-cuts with/without priors. Fig. A.2 enlarged the cases
with priors and shows that setting `max =10 is an enough approximation.
Figure A.1: The comparison between with priors vs. without priors of statistical errors
(σx, σy, σz) in x, y, z dirrection as a function of `max
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Figure A.2: The statistical errors (σx, σy, σz) in x, y, z dirrection as a function of `max with
priors; priors are based on the expected values of higer multipoles (C`).
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A.3 Effects of the sky mask
Since we tested only the simplified footprints of coverage (Fig. 3.3), one may expect the
results are unrealistic. We thus applied an additional mask (WMAP mask) to each footprint
for checking possible deviation from small features of mask. The results, however, are not
very different from the simplifed footprints. This is illustrated in Fig. A.3 which shows the
statistical error of dipole amplitude for four sky-cuts. The cases the additional mask (black
dotted) are not far from the cases without the mask (colored). This figure corresponds to
Fig. 3.4 and the four lines are cap 90◦ cut, 60◦ cut, galactic ±30◦ cut and galactic ±15◦ cut
from the top in order. The last three pairs of lines are almost overlapped and the last pair,
cap 90◦ case, shows slight deviation up to Nobj ∼ 107.
Figure A.3: Effects of WMAP mask on the statistical errors in dipole amplitude: this
shows the difference between the cases with (black dotted) and witout (colored) WMAP
mask applied in estimation of statistical errors.
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